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Nsf proposal status pending

Whenever I write a post with gray in the title, some people think I'm going to talk about hair, but no -- for me, gray means a mythical gray area where your grant proposal is neither awarded nor rejected.. Yet. I have recently spoken to various colleagues because some of us are waiting for decisions on
different proposals. I recently received one grant, for which I am very grateful, because learning will be very cool, and the grant will help support a new student. However, I am in limbo on another proposal that I made quite a long time ago, long before the grant was awarded. I expected to hear it already,
but I don't have one. How do I know that I am in a gray area and not just impatient or delusional? My personal definition of being in a grey area is that others who have submitted to the same programme have already been told that their proposals have been awarded or rejected, but others have not yet
heard. If some already know about their proposals, and I do not know anything yet, my proposal is in a gray area. I know that such regions of the grantosphere exist because I was previously in the gray area. Sometimes I go out with a grant, sometimes I don't. Of course being in the grey area is not as
good as getting subsidies funded right away and not as bad as it was ultimately rejected, but is there any point in hoping to hear from the NSF? A #1 says there is no hope, there is no grey area, and anyone who has not yet heard will not get a grant. There is probably only some administrative reason why
the official we regret that.. e-mail cannot be sent yet. A #2 says that we hope there is a grey area and perhaps program officials are trying to find a way to fund our proposal. I veer between these points of view every 12 minutes, but I try to agree more with my colleague 2. Now I just have to decide
whether to contact the program officers and see if they have any information for me right now, good or bad, or whether I want to keep waiting and hoping for the best. If you were in a gray area with a proposal, did you contact the program officer to extract the information because the anticipation was too
painful, or did you just wait (and wait) because you'd rather live with the hope of getting a grant than hastily have your knowledge of rejection? Oh my God, why do you passively live in torment? Meet the project directors for their grants!!! Instead of being a whiny begor hoping to fund you, be human,
talking to another man, make a new mate! At the end of August, when the grant agency buildings are so immobile and quiet you can hear the nerves firing in silence, schedule a few meetings by email and go visit the relevant project directors. It will cost you $400 for a plane ticket, motel, and several Uber
rides. Sell some plasma if needed. Needs. by email later, and stay unforgettable. They can help you know in advance if your ideas fit what you're looking for in RFP, and their view of the overall approach is valuable because directors have some veto power over reviewers. It's okay to get closer as a grad
student, agencies granting love to support student engagement. I can call and email both my current project directors and write off the same day one is funded, one is pending. I spent at least 2 hours with each of them in person. I appreciate their talents and have carefully read their résumés and some of
their publications. If the delay drives you crazy, then you have not connected to the system, so you can better understand what is happening and how the schedule works. Agency project directors are really generally amazing, so it's worth knowing if they have submissions to be funded, and insights can
help you better writer for the next round and their journeys to their current role are usually super inspiring! Dear Colleagues: We are pleased to announce that from 30 March 2020 the research community can prepare and submit separately submitted proposals for cooperation from a number of
organisations in Research.gov. Applicants can now prepare full scientific proposals in Research.gov, which are: Single applications from one organisation (available from April 2018) Individual proposals for cooperation with sub-nationals (available from June 2019) Separately submitted collaboration
proposals from multiple organizations What's new for separately submitted collaboration proposals? Prepare a proposal: Applicants can select a separately submitted collaboration proposal as an option in the Proposal Creation Wizard and identify as part of a lead or non-lead organization. Linking: A lead
organization can initiate a proposal link request with non-lead organizations. However, all proposals in cooperation must be prepared and submitted in Research.gov and must not be a mixture of Research.gov and FastLane proposals. New Pending Submission status: The Research.gov for separately
submitted cooperation applications is different from the FastLane application process. The new Research.gov Pending Submission status informs the organization that their proposal submission is in progress in the queue until all combined potential and non-collaboration proposals reach pending
submission status and can be submitted to the NSF as a set. Separately submitted collaboration proposals with pending upload status can be edited, but the Authorized Organizational Representative (AOR) must resubmit the edited proposal to restore it to the Pending Upload status. Updating a proposal
file (PFU) does not required to edit the request at the Pending Submission stage. However, Pfu may used after submitting the entire set of cooperation to the NSF and generating a number to the application centres for each separately submitted cooperation application. Submit Proposal Wizard: The AOR
Submit Wizard screen displays information about the lead organization and the non-lead organization. Other related changes: Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan: Postdoctoral Mentoring Plan is required only if funds for postdoctoral scholars are required in the budget. An application compliance error will block
the submission of applications if there is a mentoring plan but there are no funds required. Print Concept: This feature is available for potential and non-lead proposals. New automated compliance error/warning messages and business rules for separately submitted collaboration requests: error-causing
compliance checks will prevent proposals from being submitted to the NSF, while warning-inducing checks will allow an application to be submitted to the NSF. Delete pending applications: Applicants can delete their applications submitted separately separately. Redesigned Research.gov O page with
new and updated FAQs: Check out the redesigned preparation and messaging Research.gov, with links to new and updated FAQs organized by topic. What awaits us? We are also pleased to announce that NSF is currently developing the following capabilities in Research.gov: Other Changes to
Authorized User Roles (OAU) (see Research.gov currently published Guide) Support for Single-Hooves Research Transfer for Innovation for Small Enterprises (SBIR) and Technology for Small Businesses Companies Transfer (STTR) Phase I and Phase II Proposals Submit Rapid Response Research



(RAPID), Early-Concept Grants for Exploratory Research (EAGER) and Advanced Research by Interdisciplinary Science and Engineering (RAISE) proposals stay tuned for additional information about these events in the coming months! NSF Build Research.gov Research.gov is being developed
gradually, and features will expand to eventually transition all the features of preparing and submitting proposals from FastLane to Research.gov. NSF strongly encourages you to Research.gov where possible and wants feedback on your experience so we can continue to offer a better user experience.
Submit your feedback on the Research.gov page (select Prepare for Applications &amp; Submit in the Site Area drop-down menu). We would appreciate sharing this information with your colleagues. If you have questions about your IT system, please contact NSF Support at 1-800-381-1532 (7 a.m. to 9
p.m. ET; Monday - Friday excluding public holidays). or through a rgov@nsf.gov. Policy-related questions should be directed to policy@nsf.gov. We look forward Research.gov your suggestions and opinions about our new system! Yours, Research.gov Team at National Science Science Last updated
March 31, 2020 I spoke with a member of the VentureWrench community the other day and we talked about the calendar, we are now in May, and phase I reviews in the NSF for December submissions were reviewed generally in February and March. NSF programme directors draw questions and
explanations, usually in April. However, there are suggestions highlighted in the Fastlane Proposal Status section (they will soon be on Research.gov) that are still pending, but the team has not received any questions. I recorded a short video for you discussing the nuances of assessing where your
proposal is. Some details are about the NSF, but each agency has its own review rhythm, so listen to the notion that will apply to each agency! SBIR VentureWrench Proposal Progress - Transcript Interested in Creating A SbIR Proposal? Click for our free guide to 40 ways to improve your SBIR/STTR
proposal! FAQ: What are the best practices for contacting a program officer? Identify the program officer (OP) who oversees the grant program, whose goals most correspond to the main motives of your research. Look for the best fit in the management, division or naked program: everyone will have a
contact list. Write a short pre-summary summarizing the proposed project: 1/4 page summary is favorable, 1/2 page is acceptable. Start with an email to a telecommunications order that provides an initial abstraction and suggests possible times for a phone call. Make a call: Re-describe your project and
ask if you can discuss the issues raised in the email. Have a successful conversation that includes asking:Does my project fit into current priorities? What do you recommend to increase my chances of a favorable review? What are some of the common pitfalls of rejecting proposals? For more information,
check out these resources: Can we talk? Article What to say – and not say – to programme officials What criteria are used to review my proposal? Two basic review criteria All proposals submitted to the NSF are reviewed using two criteria for reviewing intellectual merit and wider impact. As the NSF calls
on reviewers to consider these five elements of the review (listed below and in the principles and criteria for reviewing the merits of the PAPPG) for both criteria, the lead researchers should, through the use of appropriate subtitles, ital italic and bold text and other formatting, make it easier for reviewers to
find a language in the project description and related documents that will allow the reviewer to positively evaluate the design against these elements. What is the potential for the proposed activity toadvance knowledge and understanding within its own field or in various fields [Merit benefits to society or to
advance the desired social outcomes [Wider Effects]? To what extent do the proposed actions suggest and explore creative, creative, or potentially transformative nots? Is the proposed action plan well justified, well organised and based on sound justification? Does the plan include a success assessment
mechanism? How well qualified is a person, team or institution to carry out the proposed activities? Does pi have adequate resources to carry out the proposed activities (in the parent institution or in cooperation)? The grid used by reviewers reviewers are asked to fill in this grid with a comment (y) in each
quadrant: Some resources to meet the merit review criteria of the Wider Influences connector. This University of Missouri website was founded in response to the National Science Foundation's emphasis on integrating education and information activities into research projects. Prospects for wider impact.
This publication presents key information from the Infrastructure Summit on wider impacts in April 2014, including the perspectives of the NSF, university leaders and university participants. Examples of approaches used by different PiS to ensure the scientific and social importance of their research have
been taken into account. The paper confirmed BIONIC (Broader Impacts and Outreach Network for Institutional Collaboration), a five-year project funded by the National Science Foundation Research Coordination Network (abstract #1408736 award, launched in August 2014), for professionals who help
scientists design, implement and evaluate broader actions that impact NSF proposals and awards.  Important Notes on Wider Impacts The project description must include a section called Wider Impact (explained in section Content of Chapter II of the PAPPG. C.2.d), which refers to the potential wider
impact of the project and the development of scientific knowledge and activities that contribute to achieving significant social outcomes. Answer the question Who will care? Such results include, but are not limited to: full participation of women, persons with disabilities and under-represented minorities in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM);p a law on STEM education and teacher development at all levels;enhancing society's scientific skills and involvement in science and technology;improving the well-being of people in society;developing a diverse, globally competitive workforce
in science and technology; enhancing the economic competitiveness of the United States; research and education infrastructures. Who are the senior employees? The term senior staff describes PI/co-PIs who are responsible for the scientific or technical direction of the project, along with other key
involved employees, such as faculty members. For all senior employees, a biographical sketch, and pending support information, as well as collaborators and other spreadsheet bindings are required. A separate additional category is Other Staff, which includes phD students, other professionals,
graduates, undergraduate students and various others working on the project in a non-research-related capacity. For more information, see PAPPG Annex II-7: Category Definitions. How do I fill out the current and pending support form? In the case of NSF, as indicated in the PAPPG (NSF20-1), the
Current and Pending Support (CPS) section must be provided separately using a format approved by the NSF, for each person designated as senior staff on applications, it shall provide information on all resources made available to the person in support and/or related to all his or her research efforts,
regardless of whether whether they have monetary value, including contributions in kind (such as office/laboratory space, equipment, supplies, staff, students; the general rule is this: a non-monetary contribution with a contribution to the CPS during PI, a contribution in kind intended for use in the project,
but not a time commitment pi, contribution to the facilities) must be provided for this project, for current projects and for any proposals currently considered from any source , whether such support is provided through the proposing organisation or is provided directly to individuals, in order to demonstrate
the total amount of the prize for the entire award period covered (including indirect costs), as well as the number of months of persons (or partial months of persons) per year, to be allocated to the project by an individual (see more on the month-to-month persons in the section below) The use of the NSF-
approved format for current and pending support will be required for the implementation of the PAPPG (NSF 20-1), for all applications submitted or due on or after 1 June 2020. NSF Approved Formats for creating current &amp; pending support are: SciENcv – a collaboration with the National Institutes of
Health (NIH), this SciENcv: Science Experts Network Curriculum Vitae is an NSF-approved format for use in the preparation of the current and pending support section of the NSF application. The adoption of a single, common investigator profile system for federal grants reduces the administrative burden
on researchers. SciENcv will produce NSF-compatible PDF versions of the current &amp; pending support format. Applicants must save these documents and submit them as part of their proposals via FastLane, Research.gov or Grants.gov.NSF Fillable PDF – this NSF filled-in PDF in the current format
&amp; pending support, can be downloaded from this page, completed and submitted as part of the application via FastLane, or Grants.gov.FAQs on how to use NSF Fillable PDF What are a person's months and how to calculate them? What is the definition of a person's months? The term months of a
person refers to the effort effort time – that PI/coPI(s) and other senior staff devote to a specific project. The effort is based on a regular academic year, summer or calendar year of the organization. For example, if the regular schedule is 9 months and 30% of the effort is spent on the project, a total of 3
months should be listed as academic months. See other approaches below. How do I calculate the number of months per year for a project? Increase the percentage of project implementation time effort the number of months after appointment (i.e. 25% of the 9-month academic year is 2.25 months of {9
x 0.25= 2.25}; 10% of the 12-month calendar term is 1.2 months {12 x 0.10 = 1.2}) OR if you know the number of hours, days, or weeks you want to spend on a project, you can get the people's months by calculating the part. For example, working 5 days on a project = 1 week/4 total weeks per month =
0.25 person months. Since the month includes a working day or two more than four weeks, an alternative method of calculation would be 5 days / 22 working days in most months = 0.23 person months. Simply said Using weeks: multiplie the number of weeks by 0.23, to get a person's months (3 weeks x
0.23 = 0.69 months osobol) ORUsing days: multiplie the number of days by 0.05 to get a person's months (4 days x 0.05 = 0.20 months of a person) In the NSF Fillable PDF for current and pending support, the person's months are entered for each project year. Can I compensate a colleague from
another institution as part of my research project? If your project involves a co-worker in an institution other than Carleton, you may need to include a sub-lease or contract in your budget. Documentation of the decision to include another entity – subcontractor or contractor – is required. Fill out the
checklist and sign this form Specify the status of the subrecipient and the contractor. What could cause my proposal to be returned without review? The full list of 10 reasons can be found in the PAPPG section Proposals not reached or returned without review, of which does not meet the requirements for
preparing NSF proposals, such as page restrictions, formatting instructions, and electronic submission, as set out in Part I of the Proposal Guide &amp; award rules and procedures (see Chapters II.A, II.B and II.C), NSF Grants.gov Application Guide, or program re-listing.
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